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The workshop was organised by G�erard Ben Arous (Courant), Jean-Dominique Deushel

(Berlin) and Ofer Zeitouni (Minnesota). Twenty-�ve letures were given during �ve morn-

ing and four afternoon sessions, an additional evening leture was presented by Wendelin

Werner. The letures were well-attended, and time between letures was used for a large

number of informal small-group disussions and ollaborative work. The 37 partiipants

ame from Germany (13), Frane (10), USA (4), Switzerland (3), UK (3), Japan (2), Is-

rael (1), and Netherlands (1).

The aim of the workshop was to bring together researhers in stohasti analysis, rep-

resenting many di�erent aspets of the �eld. In the talks the newest developments were

presented and omprehensively reviewed. Topis overed inlude Brownian motion and

di�usion proesses, ows, oalesents, oagulation and aggregation, random matries,

Shramm-L�owner evolution, stohasti proesses in random environment, spatial branh-

ing proesses, spatial proesses with interation, and large deviation tehniques.

All partiipants bene�ted from the exellent working onditions and inspiring atmo-

sphere at Oberwolfah, whih made the meeting a great suess. It is a pleasure to thank

everyone at the MFO for making this possible.

The abstrats below are listed in hronologial order.
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Abstrats

Mutually atalyti and symbioti branhing

Klaus Fleishmann

The unique existene of a two-dimensional ontinuum version of the mutually atalyti

branhing model of Dawson/Perkins/Mytnik (1998) is reported (joint work with Daw-

son/Etheridge/Mytnik/Perkins/Xiong). Open interfae problems are surveyed. One of

these problems, the ompat interfae property, is attaked in a one-dimensional ontin-

uum setting for a more general model we all symbioti branhing (work in progress with

Alison Etheridge).

The speed of biased random walk on perolation lusters

Nina Gantert

(joint work with Noam Berger and Yuval Peres, Berkeley.)

We onsider biased random walk on superritial perolation lusters in Z

d

. We show that

the random walk is transient and that there are two speed regimes: If the bias is large

enough, the random walk has speed zero, while if the bias is small enough, the speed of

the random walk is positive.

Spetral asymptotis for random matries

Friedrih G

�

otze

The rate of onvergene of the empirial distribution of the eigenvalues of a hermitian

matrix with independent random entries to Wigner's half irle law is investigated as

well as the onvergene of the empirial distribution of the eigenvalues of the ovariane

matries of n random p-dimensional random vetors to the Marhenko-Pastur law with p

of the order of n. The bounds are expliit of order O(n

�1=2

) and sharp on ertain lasses

of sparse matries.

Related open problems onerning longest weakly inreasing subsequenes of random

words with limits based on suh GUE-ensembles are disussed and �rst results of limit

distributions for random words generated by a Markov hain are presented.

Flows, oalesene and noise

Yves Le Jan

(joint work with Olivier Raimond, Paris)

We are interested in stationary \uid" random evolutions with independent inrements.

Under some mild assumptions, we show they are solutions of a stohasti di�erential equa-

tion (SDE). There are situations where these evolutions are not desribed by ows of

di�eomorphisms, but by oalesing ows or by ows of probability kernels.

In an intermediate phase, for whih there exists a oalesing ow and a ow of kernels

solution of the SDE, a lassi�ation is given : All solutions of the SDE an be obtained by

�ltering a oalesing motion with respet to a sub-noise ontaining the Gaussian part of

its noise. Thus, the oalesing motion annot be desribed by a white noise.
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Dirihlet proesses assoiated to di�usions

Pierre Mathieu

Let X be a symmetri di�usion proess in R

d

. We derive suÆient onditions on a funtion,

f , for the stohasti proess f(X(t)) to be a Dirihlet proess. We onsider both the ellipti

ase (joint work with K. Dupoiron and J. San Martin, Arxiv math.PR/0210118), and the

general, non-ellipti, ase (See P. Mathieu, Stohastis and stohasti reports, 2001). In

this later situation, our main tool are weighted norm martingale inequalities (P. Mathieu,

Annales de l'IHP, 1993).

Equilibrium utuations

Stefano Olla

We study the equilibrium utuations for the density �eld for onservative systems of

in�nitely many partiles in ontinuous spae. Positions and veloities of the partiles

evolve aording to the (stohastially perturbed) Newton equations

dx

j

(t) = v

j

(t)dt(1)

dv

j

(t) = �

X

(i 6=j)

rV (x

j

(t)� x

i

(t))dt + dJ

j

(x;v)

where dJ

j

(x;v) is a stohasti noise with eventually some onservation laws.

Stohasti ows and exhangeable oalesents

Jean-Fran�ois Le Gall

(joint work with Jean Bertoin, Paris VI)

Exhangeable oalesents are Markov proesses taking values in the spae of all partitions of

N , whose semigroup satis�es an exhangeability property. These proesses have appeared

in the reent work of Pitman, Shweinsberg, M�ohle and Sagitov, whih was motivated

in part by the asymptotis of the genealogy of populations with a �xed size. Speial

important ases are the Kingman oalesent and the Bolthausen-Sznitman oalesent. We

show that exhangeable oalesents are in one-to-one orrespondene with ows of bridges,

where a bridge is de�ned as a right-ontinuous nondereasing proess (B(r); r 2 [0; 1℄)

with exhangeable inrements and suh that B(0) = 0 and B(1) = 1. We also provide a

Poissonian onstrution of ows of bridges analogous to the lassial L�evy-Ito onstrution

of L�evy proesses.

Coagulation of Brownian partiles

James Norris

Consider a system of N partiles in R

3

, with initial positions x

1

; : : : ; x

N

and initial masses

y

1

; : : : ; y

N

. The partiles perform independent Brownian motions with di�usivities a(y

i

)

until jx

i

� x

j

j � N

�1

(r(y

i

) + r(y

j

)) for some pair i; j. At this time, the pair of partiles

i; j is replaed by a single partile loated at their entre of mass and having mass y

i

+ y

j

.

The evolution then begins afresh. From physial arguments, under ertain onditions, it is

reasonable to take a(y) = y

�1=3

and r(y) = y

1=3

. In this situation, assuming spatial homo-

geneity, Smoluhowski wrote down a system of deterministi equations for the densities of
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partiles having mass 1; 2; : : : whih expresses that partiles of mass y and y

0

oagulate at

rate

K(y; y

0

) = 2�(a(y) + a(y

0

))(r(y) + r(y

0

)):

We formulated a generalised version of this system of equations and stated results of

existene, uniqueness and regularity. We allow for a ontinuum of masses and for spatial

inhomogeneities. A proedure was then outlined to show onvergene of the empirial

measure of the partile system to the solution of the di�erential equations.

Self-attrating Poisson louds in an expanding universe

Jean Bertoin

We onsider the following elementary model for lustering by ballisti aggregation in an

expanding universe. At the initial time, there is a doubly in�nite sequene of partiles

lying in a one-dimensional universe that is expanding at onstant rate. We suppose that

eah partile p attrats points at a ertain rate a(p)=2 depending only on p, and when two

partiles, say p and q, ollide by the e�et of attration, they merge as a single partile

p � q. The main purpose of this work is to point at the following remarkable property of

Poisson louds in these dynamis. Under ertain tehnial onditions, if at the initial time

the system is distributed aording to a spatially stationary Poisson loud with intensity

�

0

, then at any time t > 0, the system will again have a Poissonian distribution, now

with intensity �

t

, where the family (�

t

; t � 0) solves a generalisation of Smoluhowski's

oagulation equation.

Metastability in di�usion proesses: Preise asymptotis

Anton Bovier

(joint work with M. Ekho�, V. Gayrard and M. Klein)

We develop a potential theoreti approah to the problem of metastability for reversible

di�usion proesses with generators of the form ��� + rF (�)r on R

d

or subsets of R

d

,

where F is a smooth funtion with �nitely many loal minima. We show that in general

the exponentially small part of the spetrum is given, up to multipliative errors tending

to one, by the eigenvalues of the lassial apaity matrix of the array of apaitors made

of balls of radius � entred at the positions of the loal minima of F . In partiular, in

non-degenerate situations, these eigenvalues an be identi�ed with the same preision with

the inverse mean metastable exit times from eah minimum. Moreover, we prove that these

mean times are given, again up to multipliative errors that tend to one, by the lassial

Eyring formula. These estimates through sharp upper and lower bounds on apaities

making use of their variational representation and monotoniity properties of Dirihlet

forms. The methods developed here are extensions of our earlier work on disrete Markov

hains to ontinuous di�usion proesses.
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Upper tails and large deviations for Brownian intersetion loal times

Wolfgang K

�

onig

(joint work with Peter M�orters, Bath)

We onsider several Brownian motions in R

d

with d � 2 until the exit time from a bounded

domain or until time in�nity. The main objet of interest is the intersetion of their paths.

On this set there is a natural (random) measure, the intersetion loal time, `. We are

interested in the behaviour of ` in the limit of diverging intersetion mass in a given ompat

subset U of B.

More preisely, we derive the logarithmi asymptotis of the probability of the event

f`(U) > ag as a ! 1, in terms of a variational problem and a seond time in terms of

non-linear eigenvalues of the Green's operator resp. the Laplae operator. Furthermore,

we desribe the limiting shape of the intersetion loal time, i.e., the measure `=`(U),

onditional on f`(U) > ag, in terms of a large-deviation priniple. We illustrate this

priniple in terms of the famous Donsker-Varadhan priniple and disuss all the results

and onjetures.

Thik and thin points for Brownian intersetion loal times

Peter M

�

orters

Let S be the intersetion of two independent Brownian paths in R

3

endowed with the

natural measure, the intersetion loal time `. In the �rst part of the talk, based on joint

work with Wolfgang K�onig (Berlin), we study thik points for `, we show that, almost

surely,

dim

�

x 2 S : lim sup

r#0

`(B(x; r))

r log log(1=r)

2

= a

	

= 1� �

p

a;

where � is a �nite onstant haraterised by a natural variational problem. In the seond

half of the talk, based on a joint projet with Ahim Klenke (K�oln), we disuss thin points

and sketh a prof that, almost surely, for all a � 1,

dim

�

x 2 S : lim sup

r#0

log `(B(x; r))

log r

= a

	

=

�

a

+ 1� �;

where � = �

3

(2; 2) is the intersetion exponent for two pakets of two Brownian motions in

dimension three.

Branhing Brownian motion and Poissonian traps

Frank den Hollander

(joint work with Janos Engl�ander)

In this talk we onsider a branhing Brownian motion on R

d

with branhing rate � in

a Poissonian �eld of spherial traps whose loally �nite intensity measure � is suh that

d�=dx � `=jxj

d�1

as jxj ! 1. The proess starts with one partile at the origin. The

annealed probability that none of the partiles hits a trap (\hard killing") until time t is

shown to deay like exp[�I(`; �; d)t+ o(t)℄ as t!1, where the rate onstant I(`; �; d) is

omputed in terms of a variational problem. It turns out that this rate onstant exhibits a

rossover at a ritial value `



= `



(�; d). Various properties of the proess onditional on

survival (\optimal survival strategy") are derived. In ontrast, the annealed probability

that at least one of the partiles does not hit a trap (\soft killing") until time t is shown

to deay to a stritly positive limit.
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Degenerate Poisson equation and appliations

Etienne Pardoux

(joint work with A. Yu. Veretennikov, Leeds)

Let L =

1

2

P

i;j

a

ij

�

2

�x

i

�x

j

P

i

b

i

(x)

�

�x

i

be the generator of a di�usion proess fX

t

g with

values in R

d

. We assume that the oeÆients are loally Lipshitz, a is bounded and

possibly degenerate, hb(x); xi ! �1 as jxj ! 1 (this gives positive reurrene), and a

\loal Doeblin ondition" (see Veretennikov, Theory of Prob. and Appli. 2000) holds (this

gives irreduibility). Under these assumptions, the proess fX

t

g has a unique invariant

probability measure � whih integrates all polynomials.

Let now f 2 C(R

d

) satisfy jf(x)j � (1 + jxj)

�

and

R

f(x)�(dx) = 0. We show that

u(x) :=

Z

1

0

E

x

f(X

t

) dt

is a ontinuous funtion whih satis�es the Poisson equation Lu + f = 0 in an \integral

sense" (as well as in the visosity sense of Crandall{Lions), and it is the unique suh

solution whih satis�es ju(x)j � C(1 + jxj)

�+2

and

R

u(x)�(dx) = 0.

We then disuss the appliation of this result to di�usion approximation, and to periodi

homogenisation.

Averaging versus Chaos in Turbulene?

Houman Owhadi

The turbulene phenomenon has been addressed through two main theoretial axes. Along

the �rst one, the ow is onsidered as a random vetor �eld and averaging (spae, time,

ensemble) is employed to obtain statistial order. With the seond one the ow is assumed

to be stationary and deterministi, then its evolution obtained by renormalizing Navier

Stokes equations from its transport properties along the framework of dynamial systems

and haos. In this paper we start from the seond point of view by examining determin-

isti stationary inompressible ows whih an be deomposed over an in�nite number of

spatial sales without separation between them. It appears that a low order dynamial

system related to loal Reynolds numbers an be extrated from these ows and it ontrols

their transport properties. Its analysis shows that these ows are strongly self-averaging

and super-di�usive: the delay �(r) for any �nite number of passive traers initially lose to

separate till a distane r is almost surely anomalously fast (�(r) � r

2��

, with � > 0). This

strong self-averaging property is suh that the dissipative power of the ow ompensates

its onvetive power at every sale. However as the irulation inrease in the eddies the

transport behaviour of the ow may (disontinuously) bifurate and beome ruled by deter-

ministi haos: the self-averaging property ollapses and advetion dominates dissipation.

When the ow is anisotropi a new formula desribing turbulent visosity is identi�ed.
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Reeted Brownian motion: Skorohod equation and Lyapunov exponent

Krzysztof Burdzy

If D � R

2

is a Lipshitz domain with the Lipshitz onstant less than 1 then the Skorohod

equation de�ning the reeted Brownian motion in D has a unique strong solution. (Joint

work with R. Bass and Z. Chen.)

Let X

t

and Y

t

be reeted Brownian motions in D � R

2

driven by the same Brownian

motion. Then dist(X

t

; Y

t

)! 0 as t! 0, a.s., ifD satis�es one of the following assumptions:

(i) �D is a �nite union of polygons, or

(ii) �D is the union of 2 graphs of Lipshitz funtions with the Lipshitz onstant less

than 1, or

(iii) D is a smooth domain with at most one hole.

(Joint work with Z. Chen and P. Jones.)

Large time asymptotis of baryentres of Brownian motions on Hyperboli

spaes

Xue-Mei Li

(joint work with M. Arnaudon)

We onsider the large time behaviour of a mass driven by a ow. We also look in detail

the asymptoti of independent Brownian partiles on hyperboli spaes. It is shown that

the baryentre of two suh partiles with equal weights onverges in a ertain sense to a

Brownian motion of variane two on the limiting geodesis of that onneting the Brownian

partiles. The baryentre of 3 or more independent Brownian partiles onverges almost

surely to the onformal baryentre of the measure sitting on the orresponding limit points

on the boundary as given by Buseman funtions.

Regularity and irregularity of (1 + �)-stable super-Brownian motion

Leonid Mytnik

(joint work with Edwin Perkins)

We establish the ontinuity of the density of (1 + �)-stable super-Brownian motion (0 <

� < 1) for �xed times in d = 1, and loal unboundedness of the density in all higher

dimensions where it exists. We also prove loal unboundedness of the density in time for a

�xed spatial parameter in any dimension where the density exists, and loal unboundedness

of the oupation density (the loal time) in the spatial parameter for dimensions d � 2

where the loal time exists.

Mirosopi variational approah to some asymmetri interating systems

Timo Sepp

�

al

�

ainen

Certain one-dimensional asymmetri partile systems and models of moving interfaes in

multiple dimensions an be onstruted so that a variational equation is satis�ed at the

path level. This variational formulation involves ountably in�nitely many realizations

of the proess, oupled through ommon Poisson loks. The variational representation

is useful for studying saling limits and utuations. We illustrate this with results for

models suh as exlusion type proesses and Hammersley's proess.
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A rigorous approah towards the understanding of matrix models

Alie Guionnet

We investigate the limit behaviour of the spetral measures of matries following the Gibbs

measure for two matrix models suh as the Ising model on random graphs, Potts model on

random graphs, matries oupled in a hain model or indued QCD model. The partition

funtions of suh models are given by matrix integrals of the following form

Z

N

(P ) =

Z

e

�N tr (P (A

N

1

;��� ;A

N

d

))

dA

N

1

� � �dA

N

d

with some polynomial funtion P of d-non-ommutative variables and the Lebesgue mea-

sure dA on some well hosen ensemble of N�N matries suh as the set of N�N Hermitian

(resp. symmetri, resp. sympleti) matries. The orresponding Gibbs measures are given

by

�

N

P

(dA

N

1

� � �dA

N

d

) =

1

Z

N

(P )

e

�N tr (P (A

N

1

;��� ;A

N

d

))

dA

N

1

� � �dA

N

d

:

In this talk, we investigate the problem of the �rst order asymptotis of matrix integrals

with AB interation, inluding the Ising model desribed by P (A;B) = P (A)+Q(B)�AB.

One of the main result we shall give is the following theorem.

1) For a Hermitian (or symmetri) N�N matrix A, we denote �

(N)

A

= N

�1

P

N

i=1

Æ

�

i

(A)

the spetral measure of A when (�

1

(A); � � � ; �

N

(A)) denotes the eigenvalues of A.

Then, if (A;B) follows �

N

Ising

, (�

(N)

A

; �

(N)

B

) onverges almost surely towards a unique

ouple (�

A

; �

B

) of probability measures on R.

2) (�

A

; �

B

) are ompatly supported with �nite non-ommutative entropy

�(�) =

ZZ

log jx� yjd�(x)d�(y):

3) There exists a ouple (�

A!B

; u

A!B

) of measurable funtions on R� (0; 1) suh that

�

A!B

t

(x)dx is a probability measure on R for all t 2 (0; 1) and (�

A

; �

B

; �

A!B

; u

A!B

)

are haraterized uniquely as the minimizer of a stritly onvex funtion under a

linear onstraint.

In partiular, (�

A!B

; u

A!B

) is a solution of the Euler equation for isentropi ow with

negative pressure p(�) = ��

2

3�

3

suh that, for all (x; t) in the interior of 
 = f(x; t) 2

R � [0; 1℄; �

A!B

t

(x) 6= 0g,

�

t

�

A!B

t

+ �

x

(�

A!B

t

u

A!B

t

) = 0

�

t

(�

A!B

t

u

A!B

t

) + �

x

(

1

2

�

A!B

t

(u

A!B

t

)

2

�

�

2

3

(�

A!B

t

)

3

) = 0

with the probability measure �

A!B

t

(x)dx weakly onverging towards �

A

(dx) (resp. �

B

(dx))

as t goes to zero (resp. one). Moreover, we have in the sense of distributions that

P

0

(x)� x�

�

2

u

A!B

0

(x)�

�

2

H�

A

(x) = 0; and Q

0

(x)� x+

�

2

u

A!B

1

(x)�

�

2

H�

B

(x) = 0;

where H� stands for the Hilbert transform of the probability measure �.
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Laplae method approah on Gibbs measures with the long range interations

Taizo Chiyonubu

In this talk, I report some of the outomes in my reent e�ort of investigating the valid-

ity of the Laplae method in the asymptoti problems whih appear in various �elds of

mathematis and mathematial physis.

The talk onsists of two parts. In the �rst part I present an asymptoti evaluation of

E[exp(�

1

2

P

n

i;j=1

V (X

i

; X

j

))℄ up to the fator (1 + o(1)); where �

n

= (1=n) �

P

n

i=1

Æ

X

i

and

X

i

; i = 1; 2; : : : are the real-valued i.i.d. variables with a ompatly supported density, in

the ase J [�℄ =

R

V d�d� has a minimum point.

In the seond part, I give a remark on the 1973 result of Gallavotti & Marhioro on the

integral

I(g; !) =

Z

R

n

exp

(

�

g

2

2

1;n

X

i 6=j

1

(x

i

� x

j

)

2

�

!

2

2

n

X

i=1

x

2

i

)

dx

1

� � �dx

n

:

SLE, Restrition, and Representations

Wendelin Werner

We desribe (this is joint work with Greg Lawler and Oded Shramm) all random sets

satisfying the \restrition property". The SLE proess with parameter 8=3 turns out

to play a prominent role (it is the only random simple urve satisfying the restrition

property). Among other things, this gives a heuristi justi�ation to the fat that this SLE

ould be the saling limit of self-avoiding walks. We then (this is joint work with Roland

Friedrih) show how the restrition property is related to highest-weight representations of

the Lie Algebra of vetor �elds on the unit irle. Various identities appearing in onformal

�eld theory turn up in this setting.

Some Examples of Di�usive Random Walks in Random Environment

Alain-Sol Sznitman

(joint work with E. Bolthausen and O. Zeitouni)

We onsider a speial lass of multi-dimensional random walks in random environment

for whih we are able to prove in a non-perturbative fashion both a law of large numbers

and a quenhed entral limit theorem. As an appliation we provide new examples of

di�usive random walks in random environment. In partiular we an onstrut examples

of di�usive walks whih are small perturbations of the simple random walk and evolve in

an environment where the stati drift does not vanish.

Multiple spae-time sale analysis of population models

Andreas Greven

We onsider a number of population models featuring multiple type populations, type

interation and a omplex geographial struture. Main examples are Moran models,

Fleming-Viot proesses, mutually atalyti branhing, total-mass dependent branhing et.

In order to build up a system with interating omponents, where the interation ours at

di�erent time sales we desribe the �rst step in this program, namely the analysis of the

mentioned system in the original and in a fast time sale. It is an important task in the
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ontext of population models to inorporate the genealogial struture inherent in these

models into this multi-sale analysis whih we an do for Moran models. Through the

proedure of building blok averages and passing to a fast time sale one obtains a limiting

dynamis of the bloks, whih is determined by a non-linear map. Important models are

�xed points or �xed shapes of this map.

Catalyti Branhing and the Brownian Snake

Ahim Klenke

We onstrut a atalyti super proess X (measure-valued spatial branhing proess) where

the loal branhing rate is governed by an additive funtional A of the motion proess.

These proesses have been investigated before but under restritive assumptions on A.

Here we do not even need ontinuity of A. The key is to introdue a new time sale in

whih motion and branhing our at a varying speed but are ontinuous.

Another aspet is to onsider X in the generi time sale of the branhing - and not of

the motion proess. This allows to give an expliit onstrution of X using the Brownian

snake. As a by-produt this yields an almost sure approximation by the orresponding

branhing partile systems.

Stohasti resonane

Peter Imkeller

We onsider a dynamial system desribing the motion of a partile in a double well po-

tential with a periodi perturbation of very small frequeny, and an additive stohasti

perturbation of amplitude �. It is in stohasti resonane if the solution trajetories am-

plify the small periodi perturbation in a `best possible way'. Systems of this type �rst

appeared in simple energy balane models designed for a qualitative explanation of global

glaial yles. Large deviations theory provides a lower bound for the proportion of the

amplitude and the logarithm of the period above whih quasi-deterministi periodi be-

haviour an be observed. However, to obtain optimality, one has to measure periodiity

with a measure of quality of tuning suh as spetral power ampli�ation favoured in the

physial literature. In a situation where the potential swithes disontinuously between two

spatially antisymmetri double well states we enounter a surprise. Contrary to physial

intuition, the stohasti resonane pattern is not orretly given by the redued dynamis

desribed by a two state Markov hain with periodi hopping rates between the poten-

tial minima whih mimi the large (spatial) sale motion of the di�usion. Only if small

sale utuations inside the potential wells where the di�usion spends most of its time are

arefully eliminated, the Markov hain gives the orret piture.

Edited by Peter M�orters
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